1995 Paul Bunyan/All Onion Masters
Questions by Mickey Mantle's Liver
TOSS-UPS
1. To the best of our knowledge, this tournament's namesake is not a descendent of John,
the guy who wrote Pilgrim's Progress. We also don't know if either Paul or John had
foot problems or were good spellers. FTP, put your foot into it and spell that big toe
owie - bunion.
A: B-U-N-I-O-N
Host: If you ever do get a bunion, don't forget to call the toe truck.
2. Paul Bunyan's faithful companion Babe is the mascot for the Minnesota Blue Ox, an
entry in a professional league for this new sport that combines an 80's recreational
phenomenon and a sport that Stan Mikita excelled in. FTP, name this new sport that
would have Stan turning over in his grave if he were dead.
A: ROLLER HOCKEY or ROLLER HOCKEY INTERNATIONAL
3. His work in the early 20th century bombarding metals with electrons resulted in the
system of atomic numbers we know today. FTP, name this physicist killed in WWI who
predicted the existence of elements with numbers 43, 61 and 75.
A: Henry MOSELEY
4. In 1952, the CBS Television network appropriated this artist's painting Le Faux
Miroir (Le Foh Mear-wahr) to create its famous eye logo. FTP, name this Belgian
surrealist who died during the Summer of Love.
A: Rene MAGRITTE
5. I do. I do. I do. I do; Fernando; and especially Dancing Queen are just some of the Abba
songs that make up the soundtrack for this 1995 film focusing on a heroine from
Porpoise Spit, Australia. FTP, name this revenge movie that could have appropriately
debuted this month.
A: MURIEL'S WEDDING
6. Akron, Ohio, besides hosting the 1995 College Bowl National Championship
Tournament, was also recalled June 10th as this organization celebrated its founding 60
years ago that day in the "rubber capital". FTP, name the non-profit that began when
Bill W . sought support from a fellow alcoholic.
A: ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
7. What could Republican budget slashing and a 7th century BC Greek magistrate
possibly have in common? FTP, name that ancient Athenian who is currently in vogue
for the adjective coined from his name that is often applied to the harsh cuts in Newt's
contract.
A: DRACO or DRACONIAN
8. From the ridiculous to the absurd to the sublime. Such is the career path for this
Iowan who begins a new job July 1st as the CEO of Goodwill Industries having formerly
been a TV regular and then a congressman. FTP, name the man whose most famous TV
character shares a name with a popular site on the Internet.
A: Fred GRANDY

9. Pete Wilson, Newt Gingrich, Phil Gramm, Bob Dole, Ronald Reagan, but not Bill
Clinton. FTP, name the legal proceeding that bonds those family values guys but not our
current womanizer-in-chief.
A: DIVORCE
10. Mechanical, Stoneship, Selenitic, Channelwood and Dunny are the ages that are
fictionally attributed to Altrus, but really are the brain child of the Miller brothers,
Rand and Robyn. FTP, name this best-selling CD-ROM game with the cool-looking island
graphics.
A:MYST
11. Conan O'Brien recently commented that the tombs of 50 of this pharaoh's children
have been discovered, so why did they name a condom after this guy? FTP, name the king
obviously not concerned about birth control.
A:RAMSES
12. Jimmy Doyle, Jack Walsh, Stanley Cox, Leonard Love, Johnny Boy, Max Cady,
Jimmy Conway, AI Capone, Rupert Pupkin, Travis Bickle, Frankenstein, Vito Corleone,
and Jake LaMotta are just a few of the characters brought to life by this great actor
whose films are rarely box office smashes. FTP, name him.
A: Robert DENIRO
13. Moses Malone did it. Shawn Kemp did it. Now this 17-year-old from Chicago
Farragut High School will attempt to make the jump from high school to the NBA. FTP
name this 6' 1111 projected lottery pick.
A: Kevin GARNETT
14. Especially known for a medicinal resin that comes from here, FTP name the fertile
region east of Jordan and northeast of the Dead Sea where David took refuge during the
rebellion of Absalom.
A: GILEAD
15. This capital had its beginning in 1749 when the British constructed a heavily
fortified military base there to protect its North American territory. FTP, name this
city more recently in the news for hosting the G-7 nations which featured Boris Yeltsin
going to the circus while tensions rose in Chechnya.
A: HALIFAX
16. Discovered about 1676, this principle states that an expanding sphere of light
behaves as if each point on the wave front were a new source of radiation of the same
frequency and phase. Able to explain reflection and refraction by means of this
principle; Augustin Fresnel later extended the principle to diffraction. FTP, what
principle led to the acceptance of the wave theory of light?
A: HUYGENS' Principle
17. In His recent biography by Jack Miles, He is definitely referred to as He. Feminists
probably don't like that. FTP, name the celebrity for whom dyslexics believe in dog.
A:.GOI)

18. This word in its verb form is frequently misused to mean IIguide to a target
automatically by means of electronic signals. In its proper usage, it means to sharpen.
By now you 've hopefully homed in on the correct answer to this question, for ten points.
1I

A: HONE

19. This packet has an exceedingly close relationship with the answer to this question.
FTP, what company named for the hair of its founder Paul Orfalea had 1994 revenues of
$525 million generated by 750 copy shops found nation-wide?
A:KINKO'S
20. FAQTP, of Liv Ullman, Nicole Kidman, or Janet Jackson, who would have the thickest
individual hair shafts?
A: Nicole KIDMAN (Red hair is thickest, blonde thinnest)
21. As written his name might suggest that he was a journalist, but instead he was a
19th century French playwright, the creator of a suspenseful type of drama known as
the Well-made Play. FTP, name the writer whose masterpiece was the 1851 play The
Ladies' Battle.
A: Eugene SCRIBE (skreeb)
22. A turning point in the gay rights movement and a Confederate general would seem to
share little but a name. FTP, give the common name for the 1979 NYC riots and the
nickname of Thomas Jackson.
A: STONEWALL
23. Disappointingly, the lead singer on this album is Darius Rucker and not some guy
named Hootie. FTP, name this recent chart-topper by those Blowfish from South
Carolina.
A: CRACKED REAR VIEW
24. A slang term for a group of fat people; a slang term for a mountain range in the
Upper Peninsula of Michigan; the first in a series of films directed by Bob Clark; and a
slang term for rodents with sharp quills. FTP, name the shared word.
A: PORKIES (PORKY'S)
25. Like Mohammed Aidid (I-DEED), this guy is really making the world powers look
bad. FTP, name the wild-haired leader of the Bosnian Serbs whose bullies are pillaging
and raping their way across Bosnia.
A: Radovan KARADZIK
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BONII
1. (25) 14-year-old Hedvig shoots herself in the family attic to regain her father's
love after Dad is told he might not be the father of the girl. For 25 points, name this
Ibsen drama that focuses on the strange friendship of Hjalmar Ekdal and Gregers Werle.
A: THE WILD DUCK
2. (25) Called a heretic by the medical establishment, this Berkeley molecular biologist
believes that HIV doesn't cause AIDS, citing 4,000 case of people with AIDS who are HIVfree. A freshman congressman from Minnesota has gone to bat for him officially
requesting a governmental response to his challenges. For 25 points, name this devil's
advocate.
A: Peter DUESBERG
3. (20) Mickey Mantle's liver has put drunk athletes in the center of the headlines. For ten points
apiece, name these drunk coaches.
1. The recently fired Michigan football coach who got totally out of line in a restaurant.
A: Gary MOELLER
2. The very tall NBA coach who got his DWI arrest thrown out.
A: Rudy TOMJANOVICH
4. (25) The godfather of the communitarian movement, this 66-year-old sociology
professor at George Washington University spreads the message that America needs to
balance individual rights with group responsibilities as a means of knitting up the torn
fabric of society. For 25 points, name the editor of the journal The Responsive
Community.
A: Amitai ETZIONI
5. (25) With followers as diverse as AI Gore, Mario Cuomo, Marshall McLuhan and
Nobel laureate Christian de Duve, this 20th century Jesuit priest and paleontologist
would seem to be an unlikely spiritual father of the world wide web, but such is the case.
For 25 points, name this controversial clergyman whose magnum opus The Phenomenon
of Man can be summed up as "The point of all evolution up to this stage is the creation of
a collective organism of Mind."
A: Pierre TEILHARD de Chardin
6. (20) It's state capital music time. I'll give the title of a song whose artist should call
to mind a state capital. For five points apiece, you give me the state capital.
1. "Son of a Preacher Man"
A: (Dusty) SPRINGFIELD
2. "Amanda"
k. BOSTON
3. "I Want You Back"
A: JACKSON (5)
4. "Sold (The Grundy County
A: (John Michael) MONTGOMERY
Auction Incident)"
5. "Annie's Song"
A: (John) DENVER
7. (30) July of 1996 will mark the 60th anniversary of the beginning of the Spanish
Civil War. For 15 points apiece, name the two parties that merged in 1937 to form the
sole legal party of the Franco regime.
A: CARLISTS or TRADITIONALISTS; FALANGE

8. (30) 30-20-10; name the famous person
1. Although he studied intermittently at Stanford from 1919 to 1925, he never
received a degree.
2. He wrote the screenplay for the 1952 film Viva Zapata.
3. Their Blood Is Strong, one of his few non-fiction works dealt with migrant
agricultural workers camps.
A: John STEINBECK
9. (25) Hungry for apples? How about some Mott's? Name that Mott for 5 points apiece.
1. 1977 Nobel Prize winner for physics with two others for work on electronic
A: NEVILL Mott
structure of magnetic systems.
2. Co-founder of Seneca Falls Convention
A: LUCRETIA Mott
3. Nobel Peace prize winner in '46 with Emily Batch. He founded the World Council
A: JOHN Mott
of Churches
4. 1939 Pulitzer Prize winner for American History for books about magazines; former
dean of journalism School at Iowa State A: FRANK Mott
5. Sang "All the Young Dudes"
A: MottTHE HOOPLE
10.(25) This Cambridge-trained research biologist whose modest proposals in his new book,
Seven Experiments That Could Change the World, have upset scientific orthodoxy. His experiments
are designed to help explain many hitherto mysterious natural phenomena, such as the migration
of birds, human/pet telepathic connections and the phantom limbs of amputees. For twenty-five
points, name this current fellow at the Noetic Science Institute in San Francisco.
A: Rupert SHELDRAKE
11. (25) Along Minnesota's beautiful North Shore of Lake Superior, you will find the state's
highest point - Eagle Mountain, 2,301 feet above sea level. For five points apiece, tell whether
the highest point in each of the following states is higher or lower than Eagle Mountain.
A: HIGHER
1. Connecticut
2. Wisconsin A: LOWER
3. Michigan
A: LOWER
4. Missouri A: LOWER
5. Alabama
A: HIGHER
12. (20) A popular recreational activity takes place in an area of Northern Minnesota
called the BWCA.
1. FTP, all or nothing, what do the letters BWCA stand for?
A: BOUNDARY WATERS CANOE AREA
2. Canoeing enthusiasts also head for an Ontario provincial park that shares a border
with the BWCA. FTP, name it.
A: QUETICO
13. (25) This author mixes Buddhism, feminism, postmodern cultural theory and
down-home African-American common sense and eloquence in a vision that's edgy and
healing both. Employing a lower-case spelling of her name, her 1994 book on these
subjects is entitled Outlaw Culture: Resisting Representation. For twenty-five points,
name her.
A: bell hooks
14. (20) Eric Gairy, Paul Scoon, Maurice Bishop and Herbert Blaize are just some of
the key names associated with this nation's troubles that came to a head on October 25,
1983. For 20 points, name this island nation.
A: GRENADA

15. (30) With Mel Gibson's Braveheart renewing interest in 13th century Scotland,
let's see what you remember about other key figures involved in the Scottish resistance.
For 15 points apiece: 1.Who was the King of England while William Wallace was
conducting his bloodletting?
A: EDWARD I
2. Who was Edward's hand-picked King of Scotland, later imprisoned by the English
king, which led to Wallace's uprising in 1697?
A: John de BALIOL
16. (20) A concert tonight in St. Paul will feature two acts from the '60's - Booker T.
and the MGs and Wilson Pickett. Answer these questions about them for ten points
apiece.
1. What is Booker T's last name?
A: JONES
2. The lyrics of what Wilson Pickett song includes the name of a former astronaut?
A: MUSTANG SALLY
HOST: The lyric states - "All you gotta do is ride around Sally.
Ride, Sally Ride"
17. (25) It's said that history is written by the winners. That might explain why we
don't immediately remember that this pitcher wasn't too shabby in giving up only two
runs that fateful day in 1956. FTP, name the losing pitcher when Don Larsen pitched
his World Series perfect game.
A: Sal MAGLIE
18. (25) For five points apiece, given a specific area of the body, name the artery
located there which is most commonly used to measure one's pulse and/or blood
pressure.
A. Neck, close to the throat
CAROTID
B. "Thumb-side" of the wrist
RADIAL
C.
Upper leg, in the groin
FEMORAL
BRACHIAL
D.
Crease "in front of" the elbow
POPLITEAL
E.
Behind the knee
19. (20) Chelsea Clinton did not have to write an essay on feeling guilty because she is
white; there are fewer trees today than when Columbus landed; and volcanoes do not
destroy the ozone more than cars. Those are just three of the lies exposed in a recent
book documenting Rush Limblows Reign of Error. FAIR is the organization that sponsored
the book. For five points apiece, what does each letter in FAIR stand for?
A: FAIRNESS and ACCURACY IN REPORTING
20. Dr. Fleischman and Dr. Capra could have arm wrestled to sign the death warrant for
Northern Exposure after CBS gave up on the show and moved it to Wednesday night. For
ten points, name the actor who left the show mid-year to pursue movies and the
comedian who replaced him as Cicely's town doctor.
A: Rob MORROW; Paul PROVENZA
21. Justin Carroll, the 14-year-old winner of this year's National Spelling Bee,
recently appeared on David Letterman's show and correctly spelled this description of
his host -- C-H-E-A-P
B-A-S-T-A-R-D.
1. FTP, what state is Justin from, one that frequently falls at the bottom of
A: ARKANSAS
ran kings of testing scores?

sis).

2. FTP, spell the word that brought Justin the trophy - Xanthosis (Zan-thohA: X-A-N-T -H-O-S-I-S

22. (30) 30-20-10; name the star
30: The name of this star comes from an Arabic description which means "tail of
the hen."
20: This blue-white supergiant is very distant, at 1600 light-years away, but
is also so incredibly luminous that if it were as close to the Earth as Alpha Centauri is, it
would appear as bright as the full moon to us.
10: It marks one of the corners of the Summer Triangle and is the brightest star
in Cygnus, which is otherwise known as the Northern Cross.
A: DENEB
23. (25) An English poet of the Georgian school, he was founder and director of the
Birmingham Repertory Theatre and wrote several verse plays on historical figures such
as Abraham Lincoln and Mary Stuart. For 25 points, name this man of letters who died
in 1937.
A: John DRINKWATER
24. Capitalizing on the trend toward celebrity-owned restaurants, three supermodels
have opened the Fashion Cafe in NYC. For ten points apiece, name the three.
A: Claudia SCHIFFER, Naomi CAMPBELL, Elle MCPHERSON

